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Strategic Planning

Mindnautilus.com Example

• Nick Tostenrude met Dennis Moulton in 1999

• Both wanted to go into business for themselves without knowing what kind of business they

wanted

• Being technologically gifted they wanted to work with a software (PC/Internet-based

programs) designed to help recovering brain trauma victims

• After an industry analysis, they discovered some interesting opportunities:

• most of the substitutes for their proposed product involved the person going to a hospital,

rehabilitation center, or health professional’s office for therapy;

• the alternative was working at home, but books were hard to use, and videotapes offered

limited interaction;

• research showed a market of 54 million people with disabilities in the US
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Strategic Planning

• There were also some threats in the market:

• Numerous small companies offered one or two products, but none had taken the

market by storm, due largely to poor marketing, mostly confined to one locality;

• Another major market hurdle was that many people with traumatic brain inquiry did

not have personal computers equipped with special features, like keypads, pointing

devices, and screen enlarges. Without this equipment, even the best cognition

software would be unusable. By far the biggest threat was technological.

• They looked a like promising idea, but one that would require 3 or 4 years of expensive

research, development, programming, and debugging before sales could be made.

• The problem was to find a strategy that would leverage what they could do now and use

it to build toward their dream because they did not have enough funds.

Mindnautilus.com Example
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Strategic Planning

• They realized that the Internet was the perfect way to sell these products to a market of families

with one or more members with disabilities. Fortunately, the software for creating online stores

was easy to master and inexpensive.

• They started Enablemart.com, an online store specialized in selling assistive devices and

software to meet the unfulfilled need of people with disabilities

• Sales of the Enablemart store would provide cash flow to support development of the program

Mindnautilus

• Today the business has customers in 50 states in the U.S. and in over 20 foreign countries and

contracts with Microsoft and other bigger companies

• 10% of the company pretax profits are donated to charitable causes voted by customers

Mindnautilus.com Example
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Strategic Planning

1) What were the strengths Mindnautilus possessed? What were the weaknesses it

faced?

The biggest threat was technological.

1) What would Mindnautilus do better than its competitor?

2) What kind of strategy did Nick and Dennis plan for Mindnautilus?

3) Do you think Dennis and Nick could have predicted they would start Enablemart when

they started Mindnautilus? Why or why not?

Some question
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Strategic Planning

Find a specialized but profitable corner of the market!
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Strategic Planning

They ended up changing the fundamental strategies of their business:

• from software to retailing,

• from conventional sales to the fledgling internet sales, and

• from a focus on their own products to a focus on the products of others.

What was comparatively constant in their approach was their focus on their customer segment

(those with handicaps who would benefit from assistive devices), and how to best serve this group.

Some conclusion
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Strategic Planning

Strategy: the ideas and actions that explain how a firm will reach its goals and purposes 
(blueprint for planning or standard to compare actions against).

Good strategy leads to greater chances for survival and higher profits for small
businesses.

What makes a strategy “good” is its fit to the particulars of your business and the
resources you can bring to it, the Strategy-structure fit

The strategy defines:

• you,

• your customers,

• your competition,

• and how your business operates.
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Strategic Planning

Think about strategy in terms of soccer

• The plays you run depend on the goals, metres to go, strength and skills of
your players, current score, time left in the game, and how you think the
competing team will react (we have to consider all the possible characteristics of
our business).

• A strategy which works for one team will not necessarily work for another!

• However, a strategy is important.

• No good coach would show up to a game without his playbook (our business plan).
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Strategic Planning
Owner rewards

What you want from the business is the core of your firm’s
strategy. It is the “why” which drives the process of
entrepreneurship.

Owner rewards:

• Flexibility

• Personal growth

• Solid personal income

• Great wealth

• Developing a new product or service

• Recognition and Admiration

• Power

• Family tradition
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Strategic Planning
Process
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Strategic Planning
Process

The strategy builds on 4 key decisions you made about your firm. These may be made
formally or informally in your opportunity analysis or feasibility analysis. These
decisions are:

1. The product or service you have chosen (also known as the industry);

2. The scope of the market you plan to serve, which can range from local to
global;

3. The scale of the market for your product or service, whether it is a mass
market or a niche market;

4. The decision to develop a firm that imitates existing businesses or one that
seeks for innovative.

4 key decision about your business
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Strategic Planning
First step of strategic planning

Goal is deciding on product or service you intend to offer and the general nature of
your intended market

Industry: general name for line of product or service being sold, or the firms in that
line of business (i.e., soft drinks, smart phones, cars, steal, energy, oil, gas)

How to select industry?

• Key is selecting an industry that offers good potential for making a profit

• Also needs to offer attractive opportunities to work with a minimum of risk and
competition

• Industry Classification Systems (i.e. ATECO code)

• Trade association: group of people in the same industry who band together to
represent the industry to the public and government

• Trade associations often have magazines, conventions, websites, and other
resources available to help businesses in their industry.

Select product/services (industry)
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• International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) a United Nations system for
classifying economic data

• NACE is a classification derived from ISIC used by Eurostat, the European Institute of
Statistics

• ATECO is the Italian version of NACE, adopted by ISTAT

• Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) is an industry taxonomy developed by
Morgan Stanley Capital International and Standard & Poor's for use by the global financial
community

• Thomson Reuters Business Classification (TRBC) is an industry classification of global
companies

• Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a United States government system for
classifying industries by a four-digit code

• North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is a United States government
system for classifying industries by a six-digit code (release in 1997)

Strategic Planning
Industry classification system
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Strategic Planning
Attractiveness of Selected Industries and Lines of Business

Industries shown in blue are the most profitable, while those shown in red are the least
profitable. Averages for major industries are shown in black.
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The size of the market refers to:

Scale

Some definitions

• Market: business term for the population of customers for your product or service
• Scale: size of the market, mass or niche. Most industries have both mass and niche 

markets
• Scope: geographic range covered by the market, local to global (Your target market is 

the subgroup you choose to focus on!)
• Mass market: large portions of the population (example: all men, all women, all teens, 

et al)
• Mass market is broad
• Niche market: narrowly defined segment of the population that is likely to share 

interests or concerns (example in the clock watch industry: Swatch vs. Rolex)

a) scale
b) market mass
c) scope
d) niche

Strategic Planning



Focus on how to select industry
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Strategic Planning
Niche Marketing and scope 

3 Rules for Niche Marketing

Niche marketing can be extremely cost-effective. Niche marketing can be a low risk way to 
grow your business following 3 rules:

• Meet their unique needs 

• Say the right thing 

• Always test-market

See for reference: http://www.entrepreneur.com/marketing/marketingcolumnistkimtgordon/article49608.html

Niche or Mass market

Scope: local or global

Can be local, regional, national, international, or global

Scope is important for two reasons:

• Knowing your scope helps deciding where to focus sales and advertising efforts;

• Knowing your target market gives you a way to know which competitors to worry about most, 
namely those within your market scope
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Pre-strategy
Niche Marketing and scope 

Imitative strategy: doing more or less what others are doing. Classic small business strategy

• Almost 60% of people starting business use this approach

• Advantages: existing technologies, possibility to buy existing businesses, customers 

already know what you are offering (different marketing strategy)

Pure innovation: new product or service, also with a unique setting

Snowboards by Dimitrije Milovich (1969)

Streaming online on demand by Netflix (2008)

Imitative strategy vs Innovative strategy

Scope: local or global

Can be local, regional, national, international, or global

Scope is important for two reasons:

• Knowing your scope helps deciding where to focus sales and advertising efforts;

• Knowing your target market gives you a way to know which competitors to worry about most, 
namely those within your market scope
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Pre-strategy
Focus on imitative strategy 

Degree of similarity: extent to which a product or service is like another

• Imitation is not likely to match precision or completeness or copying seen in franchising (that 

is cloning), because you do not know all the elements of the business formula

• Incremental innovation or imitation plus one degree of similarity: copying of existing 

businesses with the exception of one or two key aspects in hopes of improving them

• Parallel competition: adapt your business to fit local situations (e.g., Italian restaurants 

in different countries, different taste, different favorites, etc.)

Imitative strategy vs Innovative strategy

VS

VS

Incremental innovation 
or imitation 

Parallel competition
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Pre-strategy
Niche Marketing and scope 

Industry analysis (IA): a research process that provides the entrepreneur with key 

information about the industry, such as current situation and trends

Helps to estimate possible financial returns, income, financial growth, competitive 

challenge, expertise (industry report and companies report)

Often, industry analyses can be purchased from trade organizations or market research firms

Imitative strategy vs Innovative strategy

Scope: local or global

Basics of Industry Analysis

• SIC/NAICS number and description

• Industry size over time

• Profitability, How profits are made: interview or articles

• Target market competitor concentration: directory checking

• Analysis (overview, profitability, differentiation and cost)

• Sources
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Pre-strategy
Niche Marketing and scope 

• What can be done to generate more sales?

• Whether it is possible to charge a premium price for a product 

or service?

• How to keep cost of goods and service below the industry’s 

average? (i.e. reduce inventory cost)

• How to keep operating expenses below the industry average?

Identify the ways to make profit
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Product/Industry Life Cycle 

Industry Life Cycle



Customer and Benefit  
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Customers and Benefits

• The focus is on the kind of customer to whom you want to sell and the benefits that will attract 

them.

Benefits: Second Step of Strategic Planning

Benefits: characteristics of a product or service that
the target customer would consider worthwhile (low
cost or high quality)

Key decision is deciding what benefits you plan to
offer to your customer

• A key to succeeding in business is knowing what
your customer wants and how to provide it to
him or her at a profit.

• Some benefits may be possible to add but may
also lower your profits.

• Add the benefits that customers will be willing
to pay more for.

• For example, people pay more for leather seats in
their car, or a DVD player.
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Customers and Benefits

Second Step of Strategic Planning

Value Benefits

• Quality

• Style

• Delivery

• Service

• Technology

• Shopping Ease

• Personalization

• Assurance

• Place

• Credit

• Brand/reputation

• Belonging to a group

• Altruism

Cost Benefits

• Scope  savings

• Learning

• Organizational

practices
• Lower costs

• Scale savings

Some benefits to a customer are direct product features, others are services offered along with the
purchase. Benefits can also come by saving customers time, money, or frustration.
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Customers and Benefits

Value Benefits

Second Step of Strategic Planning
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Customers and Benefits

Value Benefits

Second Step of Strategic Planning
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Customers and Benefits

Value Benefits

Second Step of Strategic Planning



SWOT Analysis 
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What are the components of a SWOT analysis?

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats

• SWOT looks critically at these factors

• Used to organize and perform an 
analysis of your company’s current 
and future resources and situations

a) small, working conditions, organization, time
b) social, weaknesses, opportunities, technology
c) strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats
d) segment, wealth, organization,

SWOT analysis
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SWOT analysis

SWOT: Strengths
Customers ready to buy
Contracts for products or service
Adequate financial backing
Specialized knowledge
Trade secrets, secrete recipes
Patents, trademarks, copyrights
Brand or personal recognition
Prior self-employment 
experience
Prior sales experience

SWOT: Weaknesses
Customers not ready to buy

Inadequate financial backing
Easy-to-copy business

Indistinctive product, service, or brand
Inadequate staff

Location or facility disadvantages
Lack of self-employment experience

Lack of managerial experience
Lack of sale experience

SWOT: Opportunities
Supply shortages
Unutilized resources
Customer contracting
Second sourcing
Market relinquishment
Favored purchasing
Technology creating new 
products/services
New markets opening up

SWOT: Threats
Economic downturn

Oversupply
Competitive pressures

Supplier/customer pressures
Major supplier/customer loss

Missed window of opportunity
Negative government regulations or 

actions
Obsolescence from market or technology 

change

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL
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SWOT analysis

FIGHT: Fight the 
threats in areas in 
which you are 
strong.

FLEE: If there is a 
threat in an area you’re 

weak in, don’t try to 
fight it.

FLAUNT: If an 
opportunity plays to 
your strengths, take 
advantage of it.

FIX: and if an opportunity 
comes along in an area 

where you are weak, can 
you build up that 

weakness to be able to 
take advantage of the 

opportunity

Inside the Firm

How you react to the new found
information depends on the situation.
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SWOT analysis
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SWOT analysis
Use SWOT to Kick-Start Your Planning

• The SWOT analysis, evaluating strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, is one good
way to start thinking strategically.

• As you perform a SWOT analysis, try to involve other people; it improves the brainstorming value.

• To clarify, strengths and weaknesses are about you and your company, its nature, history, and what it
does and doesn't do well.

• Threats and opportunities are external, factors outside of your business.

See for reference: http://www.entrepreneur.com/startingabusiness/businessplans/businessplancoachtimberry/article182034.html 

Scott wants to open a pet-sitting service. He is currently a prevet student at a mid-western university
and has already had considerable animal experience on his parents’ hobby farm. For a paper in one of his
classes, he researched the local pet situation and found that it was large and growing. While there are a
number of boarding facilities, there are currently no pet sitters. He’s talked to several friends about
helping out or even joining him, but so far everyone has other things lined up or no interest. As the
business is likely to start out small, Scot figures that he can handle it at first. Eventually he’ll be able to
find help, especially as the major industry in town has just announced it was moving its operations to
another state and those employees will be looking for jobs.

Do a SWOT analysis for Scott. Which of the four strategic directions does it appear he should follow? 

Exercise



Strategy selection and implementation   
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Which strategy is clarifying how one product is unlike another in a mass market?

Differentiation strategy

Strategy Suggestion: 3 Classic 
Competitive Strategies

• Differentiation strategy: clarifying 
how one product is unlike another in 
a mass market

• Cost strategy: firm offers a 
combination of cost benefits that 
appeals to the customer (i.e., cost 
leader)

• Focus strategy: targets a portion of 
the market (segment or niche)

a) mass market strategy
b) focus strategy
c) cost strategy
d) differentiation strategy

Strategy selection and implementation 
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Strategy selection and implementation

Strategy selection and implementation

Porter’s Three Generic Strategies

Match the company to the generic
strategy it practices:

a) Cheapseats offers discount airfare to
anyone with an Internet connection.

b) Altoids breath mint is the only one that
is “curiously strong.”

c) Liz travels from nursing home to nursing
home cutting and styling only senior
citizens’ hair.

1) Cost

2) Differentiation

3) Focus 
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Strategy selection and implementation

7 Small Business Supra-Strategies (classic benefit combinations)

• Craftsmanship: specialized product, localized business operations, high level of 
craftsmanship.

• Customization: short delivery times, custom features, short production runs, high 
quality.

• Super-support: extensive, intensive, personalizes after sale service.

• Serving the underserved/interstices: targeting market forgotten by larger 
competitors

• Elite: high-quality products with high prices, backed up by expenditures for advertising 
and R&D

• Single-mindedness: developing and demonstrating exceptional expertise in one product 
and service

• Comprehensiveness: offering one-stop shopping with complete inventory, immediate 
delivery, knowledgeable staff, etc.
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Strategy selection and implementation

7 Entry Wedges: practical ways to enter in a market

• Supply shortages: If there is currently a shortage of market supply, you can offer your 
alternative or substitute to fill the demand.

• Unutilized resources: If there are resources which could be used more efficiently, or to 
make a better product, this gives you an advantage coming in.

• Customer contracting: Contracting with customers who currently use this type of service 
locks them in to your service (e.g., energy)

• Second sourcing: Some companies like to have a primary supplier, but during busy times 
may need a secondary supplier.  You can start as a secondary supplier but through superior 
offering, pricing, or service become their primary supplier.

• Market relinquishment: Other times a conglomerate may be willing to ‘give up’ a small 
niche market which you may be better able to serve (e.g., after 9/11 big airline companies 
were supported by small commuters). 

• Favored purchasing: Government agencies, government-sponsored commercial contracts, 
and many big businesses have policies that provide for quotas for purchases from small 
business.

• Government rules: Government bids often give an advantage to women or minority 
businesses. So make sure they know you are one.
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Strategy selection and implementation

Porter analysis: the five forces that shape industry competition - supply chain
analysis
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Strategy selection and implementation
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Strategy selection and implementation
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Competitive Advantage
Sustaining competitive advantage

Organizational capabilities: abilities, skills, and competencies used by the firm to make
profits from tangible and intangible resources

Transformational competencies: firm can make its product or service better in value or more
efficient in cost

Combinational competencies: combining tangible and intangible resources

Vermont Bear Company’s Bear-Gram (home made teddy bears with better quality)
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When evaluating resources for use, whether it is a financial resource, marketing 
resource, or product component, it is important to ask four questions. 

The VRIO Analysis (Jay Barney)

Test 1: Value – does the resource help you increase sales or decrease costs?

Test 2: Rareness – is the resource rare enough that you can charge more than competitors
without the resource?

Test 3: Imitability – can the competition imitate the resource?

Test 4: Organization – can the firm make use of the resource?

If the test fails at any level, then the resource is truly not of value to the organization.

Competitive Advantage
Sustaining competitive advantage
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Focus on Business Plan Sections

• Identify current sellers in 
your marketplace (niche and 
focus; target customers; 
strengths and weaknesses); 

• Talk with current 
marketplace sellers! (sellers; 
vendors; customers; 

• Perform competitive matrix 
comparison.

Competitor Analysis 

• Identify current buyers in 
your marketplace (segment 
these customers). What 
“problems” are not being 
solved? What needs are not 
being met? Which customer 
segments are currently 
ignored?

• Talk with current buyers!

Customer Analysis

• Define and describe your 
marketplace (niche; 
geographic area; subset of 
larger industry);

• What’s happening in your 
market? 

• Network! – talk with the 
marketplace (customers; 
competitors; vendors; 
suppliers; salespeople; 
chambers of commerce; 
industry trade groups).

Marketplace Analysis

• Overview of industry 
organization (pure 
competition, oligopoly, etc);

• Focus on major and 
important trends;

• Identify disruptive
technologies (if any);

• SWOT Analysis;

• Porter analysis.

Industry Analysis

Industry and Marketplace Analysis
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Example of Industry and Market Analysis
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Example of Industry and Market Analysis
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Example of Industry and Market Analysis
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Example of Industry and Market Analysis
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Example of Industry and Market Analysis
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Remarks and question
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